We show that for all positive natural numbers m,n the following two sentences are equivalent:
1. Auxiliary theorems. Let R denote the set of real numbers and N the set of natural numbers, where i,j,k,l,m,n,p,r G N. For any sets A and B the set of all functions from A to B is denoted by BA. We treat the cartesian product An as the set A'1,44''n'. This convention enables us to consider fc-dimensional sections of subsets of Rn more easily.
The cardinality of a set X is denoted by \X\.
Let P™ = [{1,..., m}]™ be the set of all subsets of {1,..., rn}, the cardinality of which is n. For a fixed product Xm and A C Xm, A G Pm, a G Xm (or a G Xa), let (A)0ia = {x G A:x(i) = a(i) for each i G A}.
A family {.Ea:A g P™} is called the (m, n)-Sierpinski partition of a set Xm if \J{EA: A G P™} = Xm and, for every A G P™ and a G Xm, we have |(£a)o,a| < No-W. Sierpiñski [6] investigated the existence of such partitions of Rm for small natural numbers m,n > 0. A general theorem about the existence of (m,n)-Sierpiñski partitions of Xm for an arbitrary set X was proved by R. Sikorski [7, p. 18] . We shall use a special case of this theorem. THEOREM 1.1. Let m, n be arbitrary natural numbers such that m > n and let X be any set. Then the following sentences are equivalent:
(1) \X\<Xn;
(2) the (m,n)-Sierpiñski partition of Xm exists.
Let A" be Lebesgue measure in Rn. Let (A")* and (A")* denote inner and outer Lebesgue measure in Rn respectively.
Let Ln be the ideal of subsets of Rn of Lebesgue measure zero. We shall use the following theorem proved by H. G. Eggleston [1] .
THEOREM 1,2. Let A be a Lebesgue measurable subset of Rn such that Xn(A) > 0. Then there are nonempty perfect sets Pi,..., P" Ç fi such that Pi x ■ ■ ■ x Pn Ç A. The above corollary for the case n = 1 when A is an interval follows from Theorem 10.1, Chapter VII, p. 234 and Theorem 6.3, Chapter IX, p. 279 in [5] . 3 . The main result.
We prove the theorem announced in the introduction. The new axes are defined correctly, for
We call a cube with edges of length 27r parallel to the axes OZi,..., OZk a standard Z-cube.
Multiplying the numbers qx,..., qr, by a sufficiently large constant, we can ensure that, for each sequence of integers ii,... ,ix, the set Aiu...¿K contains a standard Zcube. Thus there are standard Z-cubes with arbitrarily large coordinates contained in the set PaLet y = (yil,...,yiK).
For a standard Z-cube S with sufficiently large coordinates we can choose (zx,..., zk) G S such that zx sin zi = yii,... ,zk sin zk = ytK. Thus the set {x G Pa: ®\(x) = y} 1S infinite and the claim is proved.
We now define the desired function h:RK -> RL. On the strength of the assumption 2N° < N/f and by Theorem 1. Claim 1 we can choose a sequence {x$, a, xx a, ...} of different elements from the set {x G Pa: $a(x) = a}. We put h(xf A) = j/?A for each i. For every x G RK for which the value h(x) has not been so defined, we put h(x) = <&(x).
Notice at first that h is a surjection onto RL. In order to see this let y G RL. Then for some A G P¡¿ we have y G Pa-Let a = (y)A be the projection of y onto RA. Then there exists i such that y = yf A. Hence h(x°A) = y.
Note that if x G RK -\J{BA:k G P¿} then /i(x) = $(x), and if x G PA then /ia(x) = $a(x). Thus h is K-differentiable.
We now show how to reconstruct the function h to obtain a function /: Rn -» fi"+m, the existence of which is postulated by sentence (2) of the theorem.
In fact it is enough to put / \XX , . . . , Xfc, X/c-j-i, . . . , Xnj = (Xi, . . . , Xfe, hX[Xk + l, . . . , X"), . . . , /!"+",_£(Xfc-|-i, ..., xn)).
It is self-evident that / has the desired properties. This completes the proof of (l)-(2).
We now prove (2)->(l). Let / = (fx,..., /n+m): Rn -» Rn+m be an n-differentiable and fc-measurable surjection onto Rn+m. We assume that the coordinates /i,..., fk are measurable. Of course we can also assume k < n. For A G P£+m let DA = {x E Rn:fA G Diff(x)}. By the assumption of ndifferentiability of / we have Rn = \J{DA:A. G P£+m}.
Let A = {AePn"+m:{l,...,fc} £ A} and S = {A G P"+m: {1,..., A;} ÇA}. By Corollary 2.6 applied to /a,»-, there exists a set S Ç RA of Lebesgue measure zero such that, for y G RA -S, the set fA\({y}) fl Cp is countable. Thus the set {z G R:(y,z) G P^} is also countable.
Hence, by Fubini's theorem, Ep G Ln+Í. This holds for each natural p and r, whence E = M |Jr EP G Ln+i- For A G P^"1^ we put E'A = p'^f(D{i,...,k}u{l+k:leA}) and PA = {x G P: (pi,... ,pk, x) E E'A}.
We shall show that {Pa: A G P"í™~fc} is a (m + n-k, n-A;)-Sierpiriski partition of P. (1) 2«° < N"_*; (2') there exists an n-differentiable and k-measurable function f: Rn -► Rn+m such that (An+m)*(/(fin)) > 0.
In the construction of / in the proof of Theorem 3.2 we in fact construct the function which is n-analytic (i.e. for each point x one can choose n coordinate functions analytic at x) and has k analytic coordinate functions. So we can also give the following version of Theorem 3.2. PROOF. Let g be a continuous function mapping R onto Rm+1 (i.e. a Peano function). Let /(xi,...,xn) = (xi,... ,xn-i,g(xn)). It is obvious that / has the desired properties.
3. In Theorem 3.2' the inner Lebesgue measure appears. A natural question arises about the outer Lebesgue measure of the image of the functions considered in this paper. The following theorem (together with Theorems 4.1 and 4.2) provides an answer to this question. THEOREM 4.3. For m, n > 0 there exists a function f:Rn -» Rn+m such that n coordinate functions of f are analytic and f(Rn) has full outer measure (i.e. for any measurable set P C Rn+m of finite measure we have (Xn+m)*(f(Rn) fl P) = Xn+m(P)-PROOF. Let g:Rn -► Rm be a function which has a graph with full outer
Lebesgue measure. Such a function can be constructed in the following way: Let {Pi}ç<21<o be an enumeration of all Borel subsets of positive measure of Rn+m. By transfmite induction we construct the sequence of points {(x^, y^)}^<2«0 such that for each £ < 2K° we have (x^, y^) G Pc and x" ^ xj for n < £.
Put g(xç) = yç for each £ < 2N°. For the other x'sG Rn put g(x) = 0. Let f(xi,...,x") = (xi,... ,xn,g(xi,... ,xn)). It is obvious that f(Rn) = graph(g) and, hence, f(Rn) has full outer Lebesgue measure in Rn+m.
